


Auto White Balance 

and Brightness Control

Globus End-Point adjusts brightness and white balance automatically 

to optimize video quality. This feature helps the user attain a flawless 
conferencing output.

Collaborative Experience with 

Content Sharing

Globus End-Point allows participants to share content like video, images, 

presentations and tables in real time for more collaborative and interactive 

video conferencing experience. 

Feasible Connectivity

Allows users to enjoy video conferencing on PC, laptop and smartphone 

with crystal clear video and sound. This feature imparts exibility to the 

participants to join the conference from wherever they are.

Supports USB-Based 

Recording

This unique feature of Globus End-Point facilitates one-touch USB 

recording, transforming a USB drive into an elaborate video archive. The 

entire conference and shared content are stored directly to a USB device. 

Inbuilt AES 256 Encryption

It is equipped with AES-256-bit Encryption, which ensures your data is 

encrypted following an approved standard. It guarantees high security 

for your video streaming and shared data.

Dual Codec Full HD @1080p

It supports Dual Codec which allows users to stream (Main Camera + Auxiliary 

Camera or Camera + Content) with Full HD resolution @1080p

Design & Construction

Solid and rugged video conferencing which imparts a premium look 

to your experience. It can be mounted on the top panel/monitor for 

better space management. 

Support Full HD 

Resolution

Globus Video Conferencing end point solution supports H.265 
Video compression technology with ultra low bandwidth 
to provide Full HD ideo resolution



Automatic Wake Up and Standby

It supports automatic Wake-Up/Standby feature which enables the camera 

to facilitate schedule-based power on/off. On incoming calls, the video 

conference camera automatically wakes up, thus saving time.

Split-Screen Modes 

In case of multiple participants in a video conference, Globus End 

Point offers bi-screen and tri-screen video output to get an enlarged and 

clear view of each participant. They also allow  the users to view content 

and video on separate displays.

Picture-in-Picture Modes 

It comes with Picture-in-Picture feature that offers multiple layouts to the 

users. It displays the videos during the conference in a specic way. 

Optimal Bandwidth 

Utilization

Offers high-quality video conferencing experience even in low bandwidth 

conditions, thus making them ideal for areas with inadequate telecommunication 

infrastructure.  

Ÿ Video Conferencing Resolution up to 1080p @ 60 FPS

Ÿ USB based recording @1080p

Ÿ Content sharing available

Ÿ Dual streaming 1080p @60fps web based conference

Ÿ Supports split Bi & Tri screen display output

Ÿ Remote control H.224, H.281 to control far end cameras

Ÿ Compatible with third party VC system

Ÿ Bandwidth limit can be controlled by users

Ÿ Automatic standby and wake up feature available

Globus Video Conferencing End-Point Solution: 

Connecting People Beyond Boundaries

Video Conferencing has become an indispensable need of every organization. Globus Video Conferencing  

Solution conducts virtual sessions between multiple participants located at different sites. Endowed with 

futuristic features and design, it comes with a powerful optical zoom, full HD resolution along with 

endless communication possibilities. 

Without any demographic barriers, users can connect to real-time sessions by using laptop, mobile, desktop 

or interactive display. This makes Globus End-Point a workable & convenient system as it increase work 

productivity and save time and money.

Aided by Dual Codec, it allows participants to stream the main camera along with the auxiliary camera or camera 

along with the content to provide unparalleled video conferencing experience. 

Few of Globus End-Point Attributes






